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In principal components analysis, the influence function and local influence
approaches have been well established as important diagnostic tools. In this article,
we first review the generalized local influence approach in the restricted likelihood
framework. We then apply the restricted likelihood local influence diagnostic in the
common principal components analysis. One special part of this local influence
result is an elliptical norm of the empirical influence function, which is comparable
to the deletion diagnostic scaled by the same matrix which requires iterative solu-
tions for parameter estimates with every case deleted. Local influence diagnostics
are constructed by some basic building blocks that are obtained directly from the
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters, and which are based on the
original data and thus require less computation. A numerical example illustrates the
technique and some joint influence effects are identified by the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The common principal components (CPC) analysis, as a kind of
generalization of the usual principal components analysis, was first
proposed by Flury (1984). A comprehensive review of this method and
some related developments were presented in a book by Flury (1988). This
model is specifically used to deal with the situation in which the same
variables are measured on objects from k different groups, and the underlying
population covariance matrices are not identical. A general hypothesis for
the basic structure of the k ( p_p)-covariance matrices 71 , ..., 7k in such a
situation is expressed by Hc : ;$7i;=4i (diagonal), i=1, ..., k, where ; is
an orthonormal p_p matrix, the columns of which are called common
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principal axes. The normal theory maximum likelihood estimates of com-
mon principal axes in k groups were derived by Flury (1984). The com-
putational issues involved in it were solved by the development of the so
called FG algorithm in Flury and Gautschi (1984). Many applications of
the CPC model including the three group Iris species data (Anderson,
1935) and the real and forged notes data (Flury, 1984) were also reported
in Flury (1984, 1988).
Despite the remarkable improvement in the stability of the principal
component coefficient estimates due to the combined analysis of k groups
(see, for example, Flury 1988, p. 93), the influence of observations on the
estimates of the common principal components is not negligible. This
results from the fact that, to some extent, common principal components
can be regarded as a weighted average of k groups of principal components
which are obtained by individual analysis of k different covariance
matrices, and that principal components analyses are very sensitive to
influential observations. In this sense, to understand the impact of individual
observations on the estimated common principal components is important.
Several authors have studied influence in principal components analysis.
Among others, Critchley (1985) developed influence functions based on
perturbation theory, Tanaka (1988) studied the influence on the subspace
spanned by principal components, Brooks (1994) used simulation methods
to assess significance for the influence values obtained, and more recently,
Shi (1997) derived some local influence results by simultaneously perturb-
ing all data cases. But the issue of detecting influential observations in the
CPC model has not yet been addressed. In this article, we will consider the
local influence approach and the measures based on influence functions in
the CPC setup.
The local influence approach proposed by Cook (1986) is a general
and common method for assessing the effects of some minor perturbations
of a statistical model. Applications of the method include Lawrance
(1988), Thomas and Cook (1990), Tang and Fung (1996), and Pan et al.
(1996, 1997). This method, however, cannot be directly used in the
CPC setting because the parameters we are most concerned with in
this model, the common principal components coefficients, have some
orthonormal constraints. The generalized local influence formulas which
can be applied in the restricted likelihood framework have been derived
by Gu and Fung (1998) and will be reviewed in Section 2. These
formulas can be used to obtain the elliptical norms of empirical influence
curves (EICs) for models with restricted likelihood which are non-trivial.
They will also be used to derive the local influence in the CPC model in
Section 3. In Section 4, the real and forged bank notes data set is used
for illustration. Finally, several summarizing remarks are provided in
Section 5.
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2. A REVIEW OF THE GENERALIZED LOCAL
INFLUENCE APPROACH
The local influence approach proposed by Cook (1986) has been applied
to various other models besides the linear model and has become a very
common diagnostic method. Some general discussion about the method-
ology can be found in Lawrance (1991), Schall and Dunne (1992), Billor
and Loynes (1993) and Fung and Kwan (1997) among others. However,
when there are constraints imposed on the parameters of the model, the
log-likelihood, and therefore the likelihood displacement, is defined
on a restricted parameter space. Thus the curvature formula in Cook
(1986) cannot be directly used in such cases. Recently, this prob-
lem was investigated by Kwan and Fung (1998) and Gu and Fung
(1998). They derived the generalized local influence formulas under the
restricted likelihood framework. A review of these results is briefly given
below.
Let L(%) denote the log-likelihood corresponding to the postulated
model, where % is a d_1 vector of unknown parameters. A q_1 vector |
is used to reflect any well-defined perturbation scheme, which is restricted
to some open subset 0 of Rq. Let L(% | |) denote the log-likelihood corre-
sponding to the perturbed model for a given | in 0 such that L(% | |0)=
L(%). When there are r constraints H i (%)=0, i=1, ..., r, imposed on the d
dimensional parameter %, the log-likelihood L(%) and L(% | |) are defined
on a d&r dimensional manifold M in Rd. We further assume that L(% | |)
is twice continuously differentiable in (%T, |T), where % is restricted on M.
Suppose | varies around |0 in some fixed direction l, then | can be
represented by |(a)=|0+al, where a represents the perturbation scale
and l is a nonzero vector of unit length in Rq.
2.1. All Parameters Are of Interest
When all parameters in % are of interest, the likelihood displacement
LD(|)=2[L(% )&L(% |)] is used to calibrate how large the influence of
the added perturbation is to the model. Instead of using the geometric
normal curvature of the influence graph defined in Cook (1986) to measure
the local influence, we will use the Taylor expansion of LD(|) for local
influence analysis. It is because the geometric normal curvature at the null
point |0 is used to characterize the local change in the likelihood displace-
ment relative to the small changes of | in 0 space, which is in fact equiv-
alent to using the Taylor expansion of LD(|). Suppose % and % | are
respectively the maximum likelihood estimators under L(%) and L(% | |)
over the restricted space M. The first order term of the Taylor expansion
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of LD(|)=2[L(% )&L(% |)] at |0 is zero. Let the Lagrange multiplier
function of L(%) be denoted as
G(%, ’)=L(%)+ :
r
i=1
’iHi (%).
Then for any | # 0, LD(|)=2[G(% , ’^)&G(% | , ’^)]. Thus the Taylor
approximation of LD(|) around |0 is given as
&a2lT \%
 T|
| }|0+ \
2G(%, ’)
% %T } (% , ’^)+ \
% |
|T }|0+ l=&a
2lT 2T% G
%% 2% l, (2.1)
where 2% is the d_q matrix 2G(%, ’ | |)% |T evaluated at %=% and
|=|0 , and G%% can be obtained from the partition
G &1=_ 
2G(%, ’)
(%T, ’T)T (%T, ’T)&
&1
=_G%%G’%
G%’
G’’&
&1
=_G
%%
G’%
G%’
G’’& . (2.2)
The results presented in (2.1) and (2.2) are the basic generalized local
influence formulas extending the approach of Cook (1986), further details
are found in Gu and Fung (1998).
Besides the local influence approach, two other commonly used
diagnostics are the empirical influence curves (EICs) and the sample
influence curves (SICs) (see, for example, Cook and Weisberg, 1982). The
EICs for models with restricted likelihood are non-trivial, and no general
methods are available for evaluating such diagnostics. However, the
method discussed above can be used for this purpose. The empirical
influence curve of the ith observation to the parameter estimate % ,
EIC(xi , % ), is actually a special local influence diagnostic. It is found that
under the individual case weight perturbation scheme (see Section 3 for the
case-weights perturbation scheme), generally we have EIC(x i , % )=
c % | |i , where c is a constant related to the sample size and |i is the
weight of the ith observation in the estimate. Thus the diagonal elements
of &c2 2T% G
%% 2% are the elliptical norms of EICs which are scaled by
matrix G%% as noted in (2.1). We shall compare the diagonal elements of
&c2 2T% G
%% 2% with the elliptical norms of the sample influence curves SICs
scaled by G%% in the example given in Section 4. The SICs are evaluated
under case deletion, which requires a much larger computational load as
compared to the evaluation of local influence and the EICs. In addition to
revealing influence of individual cases, the local influence diagnostics could
also indicate joint local influential effects.
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2.2. Subset of Parameters Is of Interest
Suppose only %1 in the partition %T=(%T1 , %
T
2 ) is of interest, where %1 is
of dimension d1 and %2 is (d&d1)_1. In this situation we consider the
likelihood profile displacement LDS(|)=2[L(% )&L(% 1| , %2(% 1|))], where
the function %2(%1) maximizes L(%1 , %2) on the d&r dimensional manifold
M in Rd for any fixed %1 , and % 1| is determined from the partition
% T|=(%
T
1| , %
T
2|). Then the Taylor approximation of LDS(|) can be
expressed as
&a2lTK T1 (Id1 , K
T
2 ) G%% (Id1 , K
T
2 )
T K1 l
in which, K1 is the d1 _q matrix % 1|| evaluated at % 1 and |0 , K2 is the
(d&d1)_d1 matrix %2(%1)%1 evaluated at % 1 , and Id1 is the d1 _d1 iden-
tity matrix. If we denote
G11 G12 G1’
G =_G21 G22 G2’& ,G’1 G’2 0
where G is evaluated at (% , ’^), then when %2 is not involved in the restric-
tion conditions which is true for the CPC case, we have
LDS(|)r&a2lT 2T% \G%%&_00
0
G&122 &+ 2% l. (2.3)
Information on more general local influence diagnostic, when only a subset
of parameters is of interest, can be found in Gu and Fung (1998).
Similar to that indicated in the last subsection, under the individual case
weight perturbation, the i th diagonal element of the matrix &c2K T1
(Id1 , K
T
2 ) G%% (Id1 , K
T
2 )
T K1 is actually the elliptical norm of EIC(xi , % 1)
scaled by matrix (Id1 , K
T
2 ) G%% (Id1 , K
T
2 )
T. Likewise, we also use the partial
influence which is the elliptical norm of the sample influence curve SICs of
% 1 scaled by matrix (Id1 , K
T
2 ) G%% (Id1 , K
T
2 )
T to compare with the local
influence results. When %2 is not involved in the restriction conditions, this
likelihood contour matrix has a simple form G11&G12G&122 G21 .
3. LOCAL INFLUENCE IN COMMON PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT ANALYSIS
We focus on the case-weight perturbation scheme. Other schemes may be
similarly discussed.
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Let the p-variate random vectors Xi (i=1, ..., k) be independently
distributed as Np(+i , 7i), where +i # R p, and 7i ’s are positive definite
symmetric matrices. Suppose for the i th group (i=1, ..., k) we have a
sample [xij] of size Ni=ni+1, and denote the sample covariance matrix
of the i th group as Si . Assume min1ik nip. Then the matrices n iSi are
independently distributed as Wp(ni , 7 i). Let | denote the (ki=1Ni)_1
vector of case-weights for all observations in k groups, more specifically,
|=(|T1 , ..., |
T
k )
T, where for i=1, ..., k, |i is the Ni_1 vector (| i1 , ...,
|iNi)
T which are the case-weights of the observations in the i th group.
|0=(1, ..., 1) is the null point, and |=|0+al represents a perturbation
along some direction l. Under such simultaneous perturbations, suppose
the distribution of xij is perturbed to N(+i , 7i |ij) (i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., N i),
where the p_1 vector xij is the j th observation in the i th group. The maxi-
mum likelihood estimates for +i and 7i are respectively x i|=(Nij=1 |ijx ij)
(Nij=1 |ij) and Mi (|)Ni=
Ni
j=1 |ij (x ij&x i|)(xij&x i|)
TNi and they are
statistically independent. Such perturbation was termed the case-weights
perturbation scheme by Cook (1986); see Lawrance (1991) for a different
name, the variance perturbation scheme. By a result on Wishart distribu-
tion given in Rao (1973, Section 8b.2(ii)), it could be proved that, under
the perturbation scheme, Mi (|) (i=1, ..., k) are independently distributed
as Wp(ni , 7i). Thus the log-likelihood function of 71 , ..., 7k after perturbation
will be
L(71 , ..., 7k | |)
=&
p( p&1) k log ?
4
&
p
2
:
k
i=1
ni log 2& :
k
i=1
:
p
j=1
log 1 _12 (n i+1& j)&
+
1
2
:
k
i=1
[(ni& p&1) log |Mi (|)|&ni log |7i |&tr(7&1i Mi (|))].
Under the common principal components model, we have for i=1, ..., k,
7i=;4i;T, where ;=(;1 , ..., ;p) is a p_p orthonormal matrix and
4i=diag(*i1 , ..., *ip). Denote the p_1 vector *i=(* i1 , ..., *ip)T. All the
parameters in this model can be written in a ( p2+kp)_1 vector %=
((vec;)T, *T1 , ..., *
T
k )
T. For convenience, we define the Lagrange multiplier
function as
G(%, ’)=&2L(71 , ..., 7k)& :
p
h=1
’h(;Th ;h&1)&2 :
p
h< j
’hj;Th ;j , (3.1)
where L(71 , ..., 7k)#L(71 , ..., 7k | |0) is the unperturbed log-likelihood
function and ’=(’1 , ’12 , ..., ’1p , ’2 , ’23 , ..., ’2p , ..., ’p)T. The perturbed
Lagrange function G(%, ’ | |) is similarly defined with L(71 , ..., 7k) in (3.1)
replaced by L(71 , ..., 7k | |). Then maximizing the log-likelihood function
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L(%) under restrictions ;Th ; j=0 for h{ j and ;
T
h ;h=1 for h=1, ..., p is
equivalent to minimizing the Lagrange multiplier function (3.1) in an
unrestricted space. The corresponding results when our interest is focused
on all parameters in the unknown vector % or only on the common prin-
cipal components ; are presented in the next two subsections.
3.1. All Parameters in % Are of Interest
The log-likelihood displacement is given as
LD(|)=2[L(% )&L(% |)]
=G(% | , ’^)&G(% , ’^).
From (2.1) and (2.2), the first term of Taylor expansion of LD(|) around
|0 is
1
2a
2lT 2T% G
%% 2% l, (3.2)
where
2%=
2G(%, ’ | |)
% |T } (% , |0) =\
2G(%, ’ | |)
(vec;) |T } (% , |0)
2G(%, ’ | |)
(*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
T |T } (% , |0)+ . (3.3)
The basic building blocks for terms in (3.2) and (3.3) include the maximum
likelihood estimators ; , 4 i , the matrix Mi=ni Si (i=1, ..., k) and the p_1
score vector zij which is defined as the score of the j th observation in the
ith group, that is, zij=; T (xij&x i) (i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., N i). The second
order derivatives in (3.3) are presented in Theorem 3.1 given below.
Theorem 3.1. Denote z2ij as the vector zij=(z
1
ij , ..., z
p
ij )
T squared by
elements, z2ij=[(z
1
ij)
2, ..., (z pij)
2]T. Then we have for i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., N i ,
the columns of the matrix 2G(%, ’ | |)(vec;) |T evaluated at (% , |0) is
2G(%, ’ | |)
(vec;) |ij } (% , |0) =&2vec(; 4
&1
i zijz
T
ij ). (3.4)
The matrix 2G(%, ’ | |)(*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
T |T evaluated at (% , |0) is a block
diagonal matrix with the jth column ( j=1, ..., Ni) in the ith (i=1, ..., k)
diagonal block evaluated at (% , |0) as
2G(%, ’ | |)
*i |ij } (% , |0) =&4
&2
i z
2
ij . (3.5)
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Proof. Denote Eh( p2_p2) as the p2_p2 matrix with the hth p_p
diagonal block as the p dimensional identity matrix and the other blocks
as zero matrices. Suppose the permutation matrix of order m_n is
Kmn=mi=1 
n
j=1 Eij (m, n)E
T
ij(m, n), where Eij (m, n) is an m_n matrix
with 1 at the ij th position and 0 otherwise (see Magnus and Neudecker,
1988, p. 46; see also Fang and Zhang, 1980, p. 13). We have
G(%, ’ | |)
vec(;)
=&2
L(%, ’ | |)
vec(;)
& :
p
h=1
’h
(;Th ;h&1)
vec(;)
&2 :
p
h< j
’hj
(;Th ;j)
vec(;)
=& :
k
i=1 _&ni
1
|7i |
 |7i |
vec(;)
&
tr(7&1i M i (|))
vec(;) &
& :
p
h=1
2’hEh( p2_p2) vec(;)&2 :
p
h< j
’hj (Eh( p2_p2)
+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(;)
= :
k
i=1 _ni
1
|7i |
(vec7i)T
vec(;)
 |7i |
vec(7i)
+
(vec7i)T
vec(;)
[vec(7&1i )]
T
vec(7i)
tr(7&1i M i (|))
vec(7&1i ) &
& :
p
h=1
2’hEh( p2_p2) vec(;)&2 :
p
h< j
’hj (Eh( p2_p2)
+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(;)
= :
k
i=1
[n i[(4i;TIp)+Kpp(Ip 4i;T)] vec[(7&1i )]
+[(4i ;TIp)+Kpp(Ip4i ;T)]
_[&(7&1i ) (7
&1
i )] vec[(Mi (|))
T]]
& :
p
h=1
2’hEh( p2_p2) vec(;)&2 :
p
h< j
’hj (Eh( p2_p2)
+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(;)
= :
k
i=1
[ni[2vec(7&1i ;4i)]
&2vec[(;T)&1 4&1i ;
&1Mi (|)(;T)&1]]
& :
p
h=1
2’hEh( p2_p2) vec(;)&2 :
p
h< j
’hj (Eh( p2_p2)
+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(;). (3.6)
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For i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., Ni , by further differentiating the result in (3.6) with
respect to |ij , we can obtain (3.4) as
2G(%, ’ | |)
(vec;) |ij } (% , |0) =&2vec[(;
T)&1 4 &1i ;
&1(xij&x i)(xij&x i)T (; T)&1]
=&2vec(; 4 &1i zijz
T
ij ).
To get (3.5), we need
G(%, ’ | |)
*l
= :
k
i=1 _ni
1
|7i |
 |7i |
*l
+
tr(7&1i Mi (|))
*l &
=nl
[vec(7l)]T
* l
vec[(7&1l )
T]
+
[vec(7l)]T
*l
[vec(7&1l )]
T
vec(7l)
tr(Ml (|) 7&1l )
vec(7&1l )
[vec(;1;T1 )]
T
=\ b + [nlvec(7&1l )[vec(;p ;Tp )]T
&[(7&1l ) (7
&1
l )] vec[(Ml (|))
T]]. (3.7)
From (3.7), we know that the matrix 2G(%, ’ | |)(*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
T |T
evaluated at (% , |0) is a block diagonal matrix since for l{i (l=1, ..., k,
i=1, ..., k), we have
2G(%, ’ | |)
*l |ij
=0,
and the j th column ( j=1, ..., Ni) in the i th (i=1, ..., k) diagonal block
evaluated at (% , |0) is
2G(%, ’ | |)
*i |ij } (% , |0)
[vec(; 1; T1 )]
T
=&\ b + [(7 &1i ) (7 &1i )] vec[(xij&x i)(xij&x i)T][vec(; p; Tp )]T
[vec(; 1; T1 )]
T
=&\ b + vec[7 &1i (x ij&x i)(xij&x i)T 7 &1i ][vec(; p; Tp )]T
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&tr(; 1; T1 7
&1
i (x ij&x i)(xij&x i)
T 7 &1i )
=\ b +&tr(; p; Tp 7 &1i (x ij&x i)(xij&x i)T 7 &1i )
=&4 &2i z
2
ij .
The theorem is proved. K
The only term left unknown in (3.2) is G%%, which is the upper-left block
of matrix G &1 given by (2.2). We partition the matrix G as
G =
2G(;, *1 , ..., *k , ’)
((vec;)T, *T1 , ..., *
T
k , ’
T)T ((vec;)T, *T1 , ..., *
T
k , ’
T)
G;; G;*1 } } } G;*k G;’
G*1; G*1*1 } } } G*1*k G*1’
=_ b b . . . b b & , (3.8)G*k ; G*k *1 } } } G*k *k G*k ’G’; G’*1 } } } G’*k G’’
where all matrices are evaluated at (; , * 1 , ..., * k , ’^). Since the matrix G is
symmetric, we just require the following results.
Theorem 3.2. The p2_p2 matrix G;; in (3.8) is the second order
derivative of Lagrange multiplier function G with respect to vec;,
G;;=2 :
k
i=1
[(; TMi; ) (; 4 &1i ;
T)&niKpp(; ; T)
+[(; TMi; 4 &1i ;
T); +; T (; 4 &1i ;
TM i; )] Kpp
+[(4 &12i ;
TMi; 4 &12i )&diag(4
&12
i ;
TMi; 4 &12i )]Ip], (3.9)
For i=1, ..., k, the jth ( j=1, ..., p) column of matrix G;*i is a p
2_1 vector
G;*ij=
2G(%, ’)
(vec;) *ij } (% , ’^) =2vec(; 4 &1i Ejj4 &1i ; TMi; ),
where Ejj is a p_p matrix with 1 at the jjth position and 0 otherwise. G;’ is
a matrix of dimension p2_p( p+1)2, which is given by
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(&2)__
;1 ;2 ;3 } } } ;p 0 0 0 } } } 0 } } } 0
&
0 ;1 0 } } } 0 ;2 ;3 ;4 } } } ;p } } } 0
0 0 ;1 } } } 0 0 ;2 0 } } } 0 } } } 0
0 0 0 } } } 0 0 0 ;2 } } } 0 } } } 0
b b b b b b b b b b b b
0 0 0 } } } ;1 0 0 0 } } } ;2 } } } ;p
(3.10)
evaluated at ; . The whole matrix G**=2G(%, ’)(*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
T (*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
is diagonal with the ith diagonal block given as G*i *i=n i4
&2
i . For i=1, ..., k,
the matrices G*i ’=0. Finally, we have G’’=0.
Proof. From Flury (1984), we know * ij=; Tj S i; j . To get ’^, evaluating
(3.6) at |0 and setting it equal to zero, we have
:
k
i=1
[2ni vec(7 &1i ; 4 i)&2ni vec(; 4
&1
i ;
TSi ; )]& :
p
h=1
2’^hEh( p2_p2) vec(; )
&2 :
p
h< j
’^hj (Eh( p2_p2)+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(; )=0.
Thus the partial derivative of G with respect to ;j at (% , ’^) is
:
k
i=1
[2ni; j&2ni ; 4 &1i ;
TS i; j]
&2(’^j; j+’^1j; 1+ } } } +’^( j&1) j; j&1+’^ j( j+1); j+1+ } } } +’^ jp; p)=0,
which could be rewritten as
:
k
i=1
ni _; j&\;
 T1 Si; j
* i1
; 1+ } } } +
; Tp S i; j
* ip
; p+&
&(’^j ; j+’^1j; 1+ } } } +’^( j&1) j; j&1+’^ j( j+1); j+1+ } } } +’^jp ; p)=0.
(3.11)
Left multiplying (3.11) by ; Tj , we obtain
:
k
i=1
ni _1&
; Tj Si; j
* ij &&’^j=0,
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and thus for j=1, ..., p,
’^j=0. (3.12)
Left multiplying (3.11) by ; Tl (l< j), we obtain
& :
k
i=1
ni
; Tl Si ; j
* il
&’^lj=0,
and thus
’^lj=& :
k
i=1
n i
; Tl Si ; j
* il
. (3.13)
We could also write for l> j
’^jl=& :
k
i=1
n i
; Tl Si ; j
* il
. (3.14)
With the above ’^, the blocks in (3.8) can be derived as follows. From the
result in (3.6), we have
G;;= :
k
i=1
2 _ni vec[(;
T)&1]
[vec(;)]T
&
vec[(;T)&1 4&1i ;
&1M i (|)(;T)&1]
[vec(;)]T &%=% , |=|0
&2
B
[vec(;)]T }%=% , |=|0
= :
k
i=1
2ni[&Kpp[(; &1)T; &1]+(; &1S i (; &1)T) ((; &1)T 4 &1i ; &1)
+[(; &1S i (; &1)T 4 &1i ;
&1)
 (; &1)T+; &1 (; &1)T 4 &1i ; &1S i (; &1)T] Kpp]
&2
B
[vec(;)]T }%=% , |=|0 , (3.15)
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where
B= :
p
h=1
’h Eh( p2_p2) vec(;)+ :
p
h< j
’hj (Eh( p2_p2)+Ej ( p2_p2)) vec(;)
=\
’1;1+’12 ;2+ } } } +’1j;j+ } } } +’1p;p
+ . (3.16)
’12;1+’2 ;2+ } } } +’2j ;j+ } } } +’2p;p
b
’1j;1+’2j;2+ } } } +’j ;j+ } } } +’jp;p
b
’1p;1+’2p;2+ } } } +’jp; j+ } } } +’p;p
Thus
B
[vec(;)]T }%=% , |=|0 =\
’^1
’^12
b
’^1p
’^12
’^2
b
’^2p
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
’^1p
’^2p
b
’^p +Ip . (3.17)
From (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), the right hand side of (3.17) can be
written as
& :
k
i=1
[ni4 &12i ;
TS i; 4 &12i &diag(n i4
&12
i ;
TS i; 4 &12i )]Ip . (3.18)
Substituting result (3.18) into (3.15), we obtain (3.9).
From (3.6), we have for i=1, ..., k, the j th ( j=1, ..., p) column of matrix
G;*i is
G;*ij =&2
vec[(;T)&1 4&1i ;
&1Mi (|)(;T)&1]
*ij } (% , ’^)
=2[(;&1Mi (|)(;T)&1 4&1i ) ((;T)&1 4&1i )] vec(Ejj)| (% , ’^)
=2vec(; 4 &1i Ejj4
&1
i ;
TMi; ),
and also G;’ is given by G;’=&2B’T| %=% , |=|0 . From the expression
of B given in (3.16), (3.10) follows.
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Further simplify (3.7) as
ni tr(;1;T1 7
&1
i )&tr(;1;
T
1 7
&1
i Mi7
&1
i )G(%, ’ | |0)
*i
=\ b +ni tr(;p;Tp 7&1i )&tr(;p;Tp 7&1i Mi7&1i )
=4&2i [ni*i&vecdiag(;
&1Mi (;&1)T)], (3.19)
where vecdiag(A) is the operator which results in a vector whose com-
ponents are the diagonal elements of matrix A. It could be easily seen from
result (3.19) that for i{ j, G*i *j=0, and for i= j,
G*i *i =
[4&2i [ni *i&vecdiag(;
&1Mi (;&1)T)]]
*Ti } (; , 4 )
ni *i1&ni+1j=1 (z
1
ij)
2
*2i1
 \ b +ni *ip&ni+1j=1 (z pij)2*2ip
=
*Ti
}
(; , 4 )
=diag \
2 ni+1j=1 (z
1
ij)
2&ni* i1
* 3i1
, ...,
2 ni+1j=1 (z
p
ij )
2&ni * ip
* 3ip + . (3.20)
Since * ik= 1ni 
ni+1
j=1 (z
k
ij)
2, (3.20) could be simplified to
G*i *i=n i diag \ 1* 2i1 , ...,
1
* 2ip+=ni4
&2
i .
Thus the whole matrix G** is diagonal. Because the parameters (*T1 , ..., *
T
k )
are not involved in the restrictions, we have for i=1, ..., k, the matrices
G*i ’=0. Finally, we have G’’=0. K
With all blocks given above, to perform a local influence analysis, we
define the influence matrix 1 as 12 2
T
% G
%% 2% from (3.2). The eigenvector lmax
associated with the largest eigenvalue of matrix 1 gives the direction for
which a small perturbation of the weights results in the greatest local
change in the likelihood displacement. Thus lmax could be used to explore
the joint local influential effects of the data. Besides lmax , other large eigen-
values and the corresponding eigenvectors may be informative about joint
local influence, and may also be investigated. The matrix 1 is of dimension
(ki=1 Ni)_(
k
i=1 Ni), and lmax reflects the joint influence of all cases in k
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groups. We may also be interested in the maximum local influence or the
joint effects of observations in only one group. In this instance, we can just
use the Ni _Ni diagonal block in 1 which corresponds to the i th group to
perform the eigen-analysis.
As discussed in Section 2, the diagonal elements of the influence matrix
1 are proportional to the elliptical norms of EICs. Under the CPC model,
the parameters satisfy the equations (Flury, 1984),
*ij=;Tj S i;j , i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., p, (3.21)
;Tl \ :
k
i=1
ni
* il&* ij
*il*ij
S i+ ;j=0, l, j=1, ..., p, l{ j, (3.22)
;T;=Ip . (3.23)
Now let $xij denote the distribution giving unit mass to point xij , the j th
case in the i th group. Then for 0=1, the sample covariance matrix of
the i th group under distribution (1&=) F+=$xij can be written as
Si (=)=Si+=[(xij&x i)(xij&x i)T&Si]&=2(xij&x i)(x ij&x i)T, (3.24)
which is directly obtained from the corresponding population case given by
Critchley (1985). Using the definition of the empirical influence curve, we
can write the perturbed parameters as
; l (=)=; l+= EIC(x ij , ; l)+o(=), l=1, ..., p, (3.25)
* st(=)=* st+= EIC(x ij , * st)+o(=), s=1, ..., k, t=1, ..., p. (3.26)
Substitute (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) into Eqs. (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23). After
some tedious simplification, replacing EIC(xij , * st) by ni (* st, | |ij | |0),
and replacing EIC(xij , ; l) by ni (; l, | |ij | |0), where * st, | and ; l, | are the
corresponding parts in % | which is the maximum likelihood estimator
under the perturbed likelihood L(% | |), we get the system of equations
_G%%G’%
G%’
0 & _
% |
| }|0
’^|
| }|0&+_
2%
0 &=0.
Thus by (3.2), the diagonal elements of 1 will be the elliptical norms of
EIC(xij , % )ni scaled by matrix G%% . Because EICs are good approximations
to SICs, we will compare the diagonal element of 1 with the elliptical norm
of SIC(xij , % )n i .
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3.2. Only ; Is of Interest
Since the restrictions in CPC model just involve ;, by (2.3) and (3.1), the
restricted log-likelihood profile displacement is
LDs(|)= 12a
2lT 2T% \G%%&_00
0
G&1** &+ 2% l.
Therefore, the influence matrix is
1s= 12 2
T
% \G%%&_00
0
G&1** &+ 2% ,
and the similar steps can be taken to do the local influence analysis as in
last subsection. The diagonal elements of matrix 1s are now comparable to
the norms of SIC(xij , ; )ni (i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., Ni). The scale matrix for the
elliptical norm in this case is G;;&G;* G&1** G*; .
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: REAL AND FORGED BANK NOTES
This data set (Flury and Riedwyl, 1988) contains two groups of data, the
first group consists of 100 real notes and the second group consists of 85
forged notes, which had probably all been produced by the same forger.
To investigate the influence of each observation to the parameter
estimates, we present in Fig. 1 the index plot of the diagonal elements of
the influence matrix, in which, the first 100 indices correspond to the real
notes and the left 85 indices correspond to the forged notes. The elliptical
norm of the deletion influence of each single observation is also plotted in
the same figure for comparison. From Fig. 1, we could see the diagonal
elements of the influence matrix approximate the deletion influence very
well, both of them disclose the same 5 observations which individually have
large influence, they are cases 1, 5, 13, 40, and 123. But the deletion
influence diagnostics are obtained by deleting each single case and perform-
ing the FG algorithm to recompute the parameter estimates. The computa-
tional load for the deletion influence is much larger than that for obtaining
the influence matrix.
In addition to the effects of individual observations presented in Fig. 1,
the eigenvectors associated with the large eigenvalues of the influence
matrix also supply the joint effects of these cases and other cases. The
largest eigenvalue of influence matrix 1 is 7.202, the second and the third
largest are respectively 6.710 and 4.843. In such case, we may need to
investigate the first two eigenvectors. We present these two eigenvectors in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. From Fig. 1, we have known cases 1, 5, 13,
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FIG. 1. Index plot of the deletion influence (&h&) and the diagonal elements of
influence matrix (& b &) for bank notes data.
and 40 individually have large influence. Figure 2 shows that these cases
jointly also have large influence and they have the same effect to the
analysis result, that is, increasing the weights of these cases simultaneously
will greatly change the parameter estimates. Figure 3 presents a different
way of perturbation which may take large change to the log-likelihood dis-
placement. But the perturbation way in Fig. 3 highlights the effect of the
second group of data, and case 123 has the largest component. Both these
two eigenvectors of the influence matrix not only give a conformation to
the result in Fig. 1, but also present the most influential ways for these two
groups of data. It seems these two groups of data have different effects to
the CPC result, which can be observed from the change of test statistics.
We tried to delete some points detected by our method and observe their
effects on model fitting by considering the log-likelihood chi-squared
statistic (X2) for testing the common principal components restricted
model to the unrestricted model (Flury, 1984). If we delete cases 1, 5, 13,
and 40, the X2=9.44, compared to the X2=12.04 which is obtained from
the full data set and the upper 5th percentile of the chi-square distribution
with six degrees of freedom (12.59), the model is more inclined to be accepted.
If we just delete case 123, the X2 statistic is changed to 13.62, which makes
the model rejected at 50 significance level. If we delete all these cases,
cases 1, 5, 13, 40, and 123, we find X2=11.24. The joint large influence of
cases 1, 5, 13, and 40 on the parameter estimate is not negligible and we
should pay attention to the final analysis result.
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FIG. 2. Index plot of joint local influence for bank notes data: the first eigenvector of
influence matrix.
FIG. 3. Index plot of joint local influence for bank notes data: second eigenvector of
influence matrix.
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5. CONCLUSION
We have developed the local influence diagnostics in the common prin-
cipal components model. Our method is effective in disclosing the points
that have large influence on the model fitting. We also have made some
comparisons of local and deletion influences. The local influence can give
rich results and the computation required is economic. It can also reflect
the joint local effect of observations.
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